The influence of laser field noise on controlled quantum dynamics.
The influence of laser noise on the dynamics of simple quantum systems is analyzed. An anharmonic ladder is chosen for illustration and several pulses are obtained that optimize the yield of a quantum transition by constraining the laser parameters. The following models of laser noise are introduced: Amplitude white noise, phase white noise, frequency white noise and shot-to-shot static noise in the different pulse parameters. It is shown that the optimal pulses are robust to white amplitude noise, since the system acts as a dynamical filter. White phase noise affects the optimal pulses in a similar way by reducing the pulse area. This effect can be easily compensated for by pulse amplitude rescaling, up to a high level of noise. White frequency noise reduces the pulse area and induces spectral broadening, more strongly affecting the high frequency components. It can be partially compensated for by amplitude rescaling. The effects of static noise in the parameters cannot be easily corrected. It is shown that optimal pulses that drive n-photon transitions become more sensitive to noise in the amplitude and less sensitive to noise in the frequency as n increases. The effects of noise in the relative phase rapidly become constant for a large number of interfering pathways.